Spontaneous otoacoustic emissions and relaxation dynamics of long decay time OAEs in audiometrically normal and impaired subjects.
The relationship between hearing loss, detected by measuring the audiometric threshold shift, and the presence of long-lasting otoacoustic emissions, has been studied in a population of 66 adult males, by analyzing the cochlear response in the 80 ms following the subministration of a click stimulus. Most long-lasting OAEs are also recognizable as Synchronized Spontaneous OAEs (SSOAEs). The OAE characteristic decay times were evaluated according to the model by Sisto and Moleti [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 106, 1893 (1999)]. The starting hypothesis, confirmed by the results, is that long decay time and large equilibrium amplitude are both manifestations of the effectiveness of the active feedback mechanism. The prevalence and frequency distribution of long-lasting OAEs, and of their SSOAE subset, have been separately analyzed for normal and impaired ears. No long-lasting OAE was found within the hearing loss frequency range, but several were found in impaired ears outside the hearing loss range, both at lower and higher frequencies. This result suggests that the correlation between the presence of long-lasting OAEs and good cochlear functionality be local in the frequency domain. The monitor of the OAE decay time is proposed as a new possible method for early detecting hearing loss in populations exposed to noise.